This paper proposes a novel algorithm combining path relinking with a set of cooperating trajectory based parallel algorithms to yield a new metaheuristic of enhanced search features. Algorithms based on the exploration of the neighborhood of a single solution, like simulated annealing (SA), have offered accurate results for a large number of real-world problems in the past. Because of their trajectory based nature, some advanced models such as the cooperative one are competitive in academic problems, but still show many limitations in addressing large scale instances. In addition, the field of parallel models for trajectory methods has not deeply been studied yet (at least in comparison with parallel population based models). In this work, we propose a new hybrid algorithm which improves cooperative single solution techniques by using path relinking, allowing both to reduce the global execution time and to improve the efficacy of the method. We test here this new model using a large benchmark of instances of two well-known NP-hard problems: MAXSAT and QAP, with competitive results.
INTRODUCTION
Metaheuristics are general heuristics that provide suboptimal solutions in a reasonable time for various optimization problems [10] . According to the number of solutions Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. GECCO '14, July 12-16, 2014 , Vancouver, BC, Canada. Copyright is held by the owner/author(s). Publication rights licensed to ACM. ACM 978-1-4503-2662-9/14/07 ...$15.00. http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2576768.2598337. they manage during optimization process, they fall into two categories: trajectory based methods and population based techniques. On the one hand, a population based metaheuristic makes use of a randomly generated population of solutions. The initial population is enhanced through a natural evolution process. At each generation of the process, the whole population or a part of the population is replaced by newly generated individuals (often the best ones). On the other hand, a trajectory based algorithm starts with a single initial solution which, at each step of the search, is replaced by another (often better) solution found in its neighborhood.
Although the use of metaheuristics allows to significantly reduce the temporal complexity of the search process, the exploration remains time-consuming for many industrial and engineering problems. In this context, parallelism emerges as a useful strategy to reduce the computational times down to affordable values. The point is that the parallel versions of metaheuristics allows not only to speed up the computations, but also to improve the quality of the provided solutions [1, 16] . For both trajectory-based and populationbased metaheuristics, different parallel models have been proposed in the literature. In general, these parallel models are mostly oriented to study parallel population-based algorithms, but it actually exists a gap in the studies about parallel models for single solution methods from which something could be gained for other researchers.
The focus of this paper is on parallel trajectory-based metaheuristics. Usually, three major parallel models for this kind of algorithms exist: the parallel exploration of the neighborhood, the parallel evaluation of each solution, and the multi-start model. The two first models speed up the execution of the method without changing the semantics of the algorithm in comparison with a sequential exploration. The last one is maybe more interesting from the algorithmic point of view since it can change the behavior of the method with respect to its serial counterpart. The multistart model lies in launching in parallel several independent or cooperative homo/heterogeneous algorithms. Usually, in its cooperative mode, subalgorithms of the parallel multistart model exchange information (solutions) during execution and when the target subalgorithm receives a solution, it continues the search using the previous one or the newly received one according to a selection scheme. The problem of this cooperative model is that some interesting information is lost since either the new solution is discarded (it is not chosen by the selection scheme) and no new information is incorporated, or it is accepted and the previous historical information of the subalgorithm is lost. This work proposes a new parallel yet simple model that extends the cooperative multi-start model to avoid the aforementioned flaw. In this case, when a solution is received, we use the path relinking technique to generate a set of new candidate solutions which combine the information of the new solution and the previous tentative solution of the target subalgorithm. Therefore, the subalgorithm incorporates new information but, at the same time, it keeps information of its own search. The utilization of path relinking opens some design alternatives: which subalgorithms cooperate, which solution of the set generated by path relinking will be selected to continue the search, . . . Then, the main goal of this paper is to propose a new cooperative scheme and study the different design alternatives. This parallel model has been evaluated with two well-known NP-hard problems: MAXSAT and QAP problems [15] . This paper is organized as follows. The next section (Section 2) introduces some background information about parallel trajectory based methods and path relinking. Section 3 presents our proposed parallel model. Then we describe the experimental design used in this paper. Later, we discuss experimental results in Section 5 and finally we summarize the conclusions and give some hints on the future work.
BACKGROUND
In this section, we present some background information about the basic techniques that we use to design our new proposal described in this paper.
Trajectory based techniques
Trajectory based methods, illustrated in Algorithm 1, are single solution-based metaheuristics dedicated to the improvement only one solution in its neighborhood. They start their exploration process from an initial solution randomly generated or provided by another metaheuristic. This solution is then updated during a certain number of steps. At each step, the current solution is replaced by another (often the better) one found in its neighborhood. These methods are mainly characterized by: an internal memory storing the state of the search, a strategy for the selection of the initial solution, a generator of candidate solutions i.e. the neighborhood, and a selection policy of the candidate moves. Three major trajectory based algorithms are largely used: Hill Climbing (HC) [15] , Simulated Annealing (SA) [13] , and Tabu Search (TS) [11] .
Generate(s(0)); t := 0; while not Termination Criterion(s(t) do m(t) := SelectAcceptableMove(s(t)); s(t + 1) := ApplyMove(m(t),s(t)); t := t + 1; end while Algorithm 1: Trajectory based technique skeleton pseudo-code Although these technique allows to obtain very accurate results for a large number of problems, some advanced mechanisms have to be used to tackle with the high requirements of the industrial problems. One of these mechanisms is the utilization of parallel models. In the literature are usually identified three major parallel distributed models of this kind of method [2] : the parallel exploration of the neighborhood, the multi-start model, and the parallel evaluation of each solution (see Figure 1 ).
• Parallel multi-start model: The model consists in launching in parallel several independent or cooperative homo/heterogeneous single solution method. Each subalgorithm is often initialized with a different solution. The independent approach is widely exploited because it is natural and easy for the user. In this case, the semantics of the model is the same as the serial execution. That is to say the results obtained with N parallel independent methods is the same as that provided by N algorithms performed in a serial way on a single machine. The parallelism allows to efficiently enhance the robustness of the execution.
In its cooperative mode, subalgorithms of the parallel multi-start model exchange information during execution. Usually that information is a solution.
• Parallel exploration of the neighborhood model: This parallel model is a kind of farmer/worker model allowing to speed up the exploration of the possible moves without changing the semantics of the algorithm in comparison with a sequential exploration. At the beginning of each iteration of the algorithm, the farmer sends the current solution to a pool of workers. Each worker explores some neighboring candidates, and returns back the results to the farmer.
• Parallel evaluation of solution model: The fitness of each solution is evaluated in a parallel centralized way. This kind of parallelism could be efficient if the evaluation function is CPU time-consuming and/or IO intensive.
In the literature, we can found parallel versions of the most popular trajectory based metaheuristics such as parallel SA [8, 4] , parallel VNS [17, 7] , parallel TS [3, 6] , . . . But most of them are focused on the application to be solved and they use classical parallel models. The aim of this paper is the parallel model itself, our goal is to provide a new mechanism to build more efficient and accurate parallel solution-based techniques.
The two last models uses the parallel platform to speedup the search procedure but they don't change the behavior of the method. On the contrary, the first parallel model using cooperation modify the dynamics of the technique. In this work, we focus in this kind of methods.
Path Relinking
Path relinking (PR) [12] was originally proposed into the context of scatter search by extension of its basic philosophy. PR is based on the generation of paths between high quality solutions. This leads to a broader conception of the meaning of creating combinations of solutions. Such combinations may be conceived to arise by generating paths between and beyond selected solutions in neighborhood space, rather than in Euclidean space. This conception is reinforced by the fact that a path between solutions in a neighborhood space will generally yield new solutions that share a significant subset of attributes contained in the parent solutions, in varying "mixes" according to the path selected and the location on the path that determines the solution currently considered. The character of such paths is easily specified by reference to solution attributes that are added, dropped or otherwise modified by the moves executed in neighborhood space. To generate the desired paths, it is only necessary to select moves that perform the following role: upon starting from an initiating solution, the moves must progressively introduce attributes contributed by a guiding solution (or reduce the distance between attributes of the initiating and guiding solutions). In Figure 2 , we can observe the scheme followed for this technique to obtain new solutions.
OUR PROPOSED MODEL
Our goal is to design a new parallel model for trajectory based metaheuristics which allows to reduce the global execution time but, at the same time, it also improves the efficacy of the exploration of the search space. A number of papers has been devoted to this topic for parallel approaches involving population based methods (some of them also involving trajectory-based ones) but it is not a very studied field for pure parallel trajectory based metaheuristics.
Since we want to improve the efficacy of the resulting parallel algorithm, we focus on the multi-start cooperative paradigm (the other two models do not change the dynamics of the method with respect to the serial version). As discussed in the introduction, a problem in classical approaches of multi-start models for trajectory-based metaheuristics is the lost of information. Indeed, when a subalgorithm receives a solution from other subalgorithm, it has to choose whether it continues the search either with the current one or the newly received one, loosing the stored information in the discarded solution.
We propose a new model in which we do not have to choose between the two solutions, but generate a new solution with the main features of both solutions. With this aim, we can use some mechanisms, similar to the recombination operator of population based method, which combine both solutions [14] . But, in this work, we propose the utilization of a more advanced technique such as path relinking. We run this technique to generate some paths using the current solution and the incoming solution as initial points. The generated path provides the parallel technique of a set of candidate solutions to continue the search, and therefore, a selection scheme is needed to chose one.
Several important design issues arise from the general model proposed in this work:
• Cooperation scheme: it indicates what and how subalgorithms cooperate each other.
• Selection scheme: it refers what solution is selected from the set of candidate ones generated by PR.
For each design feature we have proposed some alternatives. In the previous existing multi-start models, the features of the incoming solution were not very important rather than it fitness value, but now, this issue can provoke an important impact in the search behaviour. Different possible cooperation schema are analyzed here:
• Predefined: in this case, each subalgorithm receives a single solution (the sending island is defined by the topology). Therefore, any subalgorithm only receives a single solution which is combined with the local one.
• Depending of the fitness value (best): in this case, each subalgorithm receives a solution from each subalgorithm which composes the global method. Now, the subalgorithm has to select one solution from this set of candidate solutions, that will be combined with the current one. In this strategy, the selection mechanism is based on the fitness value of the incoming solutions. In this study, we select the solution with the best fitness.
• Depending of the features of the solution (distance): as in the previous one, each subalgorithm receives several solutions (one per subalgorithm) and it has to select one. In this case, the selection will be performed by using a genotypic distance (a diversity measure) among the solutions and we select the farthest one. This distance depends on how the solution are represented in the algorithm.
• Random: as in the previous scenarios, each subalgorithm receives several solutions (one per subalgorithm) but in this strategy, random one is selected from all the incoming solutions. Using one of the these strategies, our proposed technique obtains the second initial solution (the first initial one is the current point of the subalgorithm) and then, we can apply the path relinking to generate a path. That path provides some new candidate solutions and the method has to select one of them to replace the current one and continue the search process. To choose the new solution we also take into account some alternatives:
• Best: the algorithm selects the best solution in the generated path:
where S is a set of solution composed by the points visited during the path generated by PR and f is the fitness function (assuming the maximization case).
• Most shared information: in this case, the subalgorithm selects the solution sharing more information from initial solutions. To do this, we calculate the genotypic distance among the solutions and then we apply the next equation:
where S is a set of solution composed by the points visited during the path generated by PR, s ′ and s ′′ are the initial solutions and dist is the genotypic distance between two solutions. With this process we simultaneously minimize the distance of the new solution with respect to the two initial ones.
• Random: in this case, the subalgorithm select a random solution from the path without taking into account its quality or any other feature.
In the experimental section we study the behaviour and the performance of each strategy.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
In this section, we describe the experimental design followed in this work. First, we present the problems and the instances used in the experiments. Later, we explain the algorithm used to test our parallel model. Finally, we present the methodology and parameters used in the experiments.
Benchmark
In order to make more relevant contribution, we have selected a wide set of instances from two very different problems: MAXSAT and QAP.
MAXSAT:
The satisfiability (SAT) problem is commonly recognized as a fundamental problem in computer science, automated reasoning, mathematical logic, and related fields. The MAXSAT is a variant of this general problem.
Formally, the SAT problem can be formulated as follows. Let U = {u1, . . . , un} be a set of n Boolean variables. A truth assignment for U is a function t : U → {true, f alse}. Two literals, u and ¬u, can match with each variable. A literal u (resp. ¬u) is true under t if and only if t(u) = true (resp. t(¬u) = f alse). A set C of literals is called a clause and it represents the disjunction (or logical connective). A set of clauses is called a formula. A formula f is interpreted as a formula of the propositional calculus in conjunctive normal form (CNF) so that a truth assignment t satisfies a clause C iff at least one literal u ∈ C is true under t. Finally, t satisfies f iff it satisfies every clause in f . The SAT problem consists of a set of n variables {u1, . . . , un} and a set of m clauses C1, . . . , Cm. The goal is to determine whether there exists or not an assignment of truth values to variables that makes the formula f = C1 ∧ · · · ∧ Cm in CNF satisfiable. Among the extensions to SAT, MAXSAT [9] is probably the most known one. In this case, a parameter K is given and the problem is to determine whether there exists an assignment t of truth values to variables such that at least K clauses are satisfied. SAT can be considered as a special case of MAXSAT when K equals the number m of clauses.
In the experiments we use five instances from standard benchmark SATLIB 1 . We use the instances: uf250-01.cnf -uf250-05.cnf. Each instance has 250 variables and 1065 clauses, and all them are in the transition phase.
QAP:
The Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP) is a wellknown NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem, which is the core of many real-world optimization problems [9] . QAP models many applications in diverse areas. In par-ticular the following problems can be formulated as special cases of the QAP: the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), the Fragment Assembly Problem (FAP), Scheduling problems, the Facility Layout Problem, among others.
Let P be a set of n facilities and L a set of n locations. For each pair of locations i and j, an arbitrary distance is specified rij and for each pair of facilities p and q, a flow is specified wpq. The QAP consists of assigning to each location in L one facility in P in such manner that the total cost of the assignment is minimized. Each location can only contain one facility and all facilities must be assigned to one location. For each pair of locations, the cost is calculated as the product of the distance between the locations and the flow associated with the facilities in the locations. The total cost is the sum of all the costs associated with each pair of locations. One solution to this problem is a bijection between L and P , that is, x : L → P such that x is bijective. Without loss of generality, we can just assume that L = P = {1, 2, ..., n} and each solution x is a permutation in Sn, the set permutations of {1, 2, ..., n}.
The cost function to be minimized can be formally defined as:
We chose the five most complex QAP instances of QAPLIB Library 2 . The complexity of the QAP instances is given by their size and autocorrelation length ℓ [5] . In consequence, we selected esc128, tho150, tai100b, tai150b, and tai256c instances that are described in Table 1 . 
Algorithm
We have used the well-known simulated annealing algorithm to test our parallel model. Simulated annealing (SA) [13] is a stochastic optimization technique, which has its origin in statistical mechanics. It is based upon a cooling procedure used in industry. This procedure heats the material to a high temperature so that it becomes a liquid and the atoms can move relatively freely. The temperature is then slowly lowered so that at each temperature the atoms can move enough to begin adopting the most stable configuration. In principle, if the material is cooled slowly enough, the atoms are able to reach the most stable (optimum) configuration. This smooth cooling process is known as annealing. Algorithm 2 shows a scheme of SA. First at all, the parameter T , called the temperature, and the solution, are initialized. The solution s1 is accepted as the new current solution if δ = f (s1) − f (s0) < 0. Stagnations in local optimum are prevented by accepting also solutions which increase the objective function value with a probability exp(−δ/T ) if δ > 0. This process is repeated several times to obtain good sampling statistics for the current temperature. The number of such iterations is given by the parameter M arkov Chain length, whose name alludes the fact that the sequence of accepted solutions is a Markov chain (a sequence of states in which each state only depends on the previous one). Then the temperature is decremented and the entire process repeated until a frozen state is achieved at Tmin. The value of T usually varies from a relatively large value to a small value close to zero.
Algorithm 2: Scheme of the Simulated Annealing(SA) Algorithm.
In order to apply SA to solve our problems, we have to define how a solution in the neighborhood is generated (function Generate in Algorithm 2). Since we use a bitstring to represent a solution for MAXSAT, we use the standard bitflip operator (it change a single bit from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0) to generate a neighbor from the current solution. In the QAP case, we use an integer permutation in order to represent a solution inside the algorithm and the swap operator (the values of two positions are interchanged) is the selected mechanism to build a new solution from the current one.
In our parallel approach we run eight independent instances (subalgorithms) of SA which asynchronously cooperate every 50 iterations. As cooperation scheme, we use the four alternatives presented in Section 3. When a new solution arrives to the target subalgorithm, the PR method is applied to generate a path. To build this path, first, it analyzes the component which are different between the two initial solutions, and then, each visited point in the path is generated by changing one of these components.
This way of building the path allows us to obtain efficient implementations of the selection scheme (see Section 3). For example, we do not need to build the whole path when we want to select a random solution from the path or when we plan to use a solution which maximizes the shared information, since they can be calculated a priori only generating a single solution. However, to obtain the best solution of the path, all the visited points should be generated and evaluated. In order to the reduce the computation cost of this last strategy, we will use partial evaluations instead of a complete evaluation of the solution. This allows to reduce the computational cost of the resulting algorithm. For example, in the MAXSAT problem, when the variation operator only modify a single logic variable, we only have to analyze the effect on a low percentage (2-5%) of clauses in the instance. Also, in the QAP problem, we can reduce the computational complexity of the evaluation of a solution from O(n 2 ) (a complete evaluation) to O(n) (when a partial evaluation is performed).
Methodology
This subsection provides the reader with the details of the experiments performed to evaluate the new parallel model proposed for trajectory-based metaheuristics. We have analyzed 12 different variants (three selection strategies and four cooperation schema). We use the terminology SA X Y, where X is the selection mechanism and Y is the cooperation strategy. The possible values for X are: rnd for random, bst for best, and inf for maximizing the shared information scheme. The possible values for Y are: pre for the predefined topology, bst for the best solution, dst for the strategy based on the distance, and rnd for the random one. We will also compare our proposed model with a parallel version using the multi-start no-cooperative model, also known as independent run model (iSA) , and a parallel version using the classical multi-start cooperative model (cSA), in which incoming solutions just replace the current one. In order to perform fair comparisons, the stopping condition is to find the optimal solution.
The experiments have been executed on a Intel Pentium IV 2.8GHz with 512MB running SuSE Linux 8.1. Because of the stochastic nature of the algorithms, we perform 30 independent runs of each test to gather meaningful experimental data and apply statistical confidence metrics to validate our results. First, we use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to check whether the data follows a normal distribution or not. If so, then we carry out an ANOVA test to compare the means; otherwise, a Kruskal-Wallis test is used to compare the medians. In each case, a confidence level of 99 % is used.
ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTS
In this section we analyze the results of the different variants of our proposed model. First, we study the accuracy of the methods and then, we discuss their computational cost.
Accuracy
Let's first compare the accuracy of the different algorithms. Since there are many different problem instances and analyzing them thoroughly would hinder us from drawing clear conclusions, we have summarized in Table 2 the results. In this table we only study the accuracy of the techniques. Since the stopping criterion is to find the optimal solution (if it is possible since some variants get stuck in a local one), to measure the accuracy we use the number of instances solved by the method (the algorithm was able to find the optimum). We use two different values: the first one is the number of instances in which the algorithm found the optimal solution in at least one run; and the second one is the number of instances in which the algorithm found the optimal solution in robust way (this means the algorithm find the optimum in at least 25 out 30 independent runs). The range of both values is between 0 and 10 (5 instances of QAP plus 5 instances of MAXSAT)
From Table 2 , we can obtain several interesting conclusions. First, we can note that cooperative schema signif- icantly outperform to non-cooperative ones. In fact, iSA is not able to find the solution to any instance in a robust way. A second important conclusion is that all the variants of our model outperform traditional parallel models for trajectory based methods. This results shows that the exploration scheme induced by our model is more accurate than the other parallel algorithms in the context of this problem.
Analyzing the different variants of the proposed model, it can be seen that the models that make use of some information from the incoming solutions (fitness, distance or shared information) outperform the variants which are based on other features (random or predefined topologies). This is an expected result since the utilization of additional information during the process allows the method to have more elements to guide its search.
In concrete, we can see that cooperation strategies using the best incoming solution or the farthest solution are the best variants. This is a quite surprising result, since these techniques promote very different search behaviours (the bst strategy favors the intensification while the dst scheme promotes the diversification) but both methods get very highquality solutions. A similar behaviour can be observe when we analyze the different selection method: the bst (which promotes intensification) and inf (which promotes diversification) strategies obtain equivalent results. Although the result are similar, we can notice a clear trend toward the techniques which favor the intensification. In fact, SA bst bst and SA dst bst are the only ones which can solve all the instances in all the runs.
Computational cost
Now, we focus on the computational cost: numerical performance (number of partial evaluations) and wall-clock time (in seconds). In order to perform a fair comparison, we only consider the algorithms which get similar results. In concrete, we compare SA bst bst, SA bst inf, SA dst bst y SA dst inf using the instances which are robustly solved by these methods. In Figure 3 , we show the numerical performance (left figure) and the runtime (right figure) . Both values are normalized with respect to the value obtained by SA dst inf.
From Figure 3 , we can distinguish three different behaviours according to the statistical analysis (all the results are statistically different with the exception of SA X inf models) .
The first behaviour is the presented by SA dst bst which is the variant with the highest computational cost. This is expected since the initial solutions selected by dst cooperation strategy are very different and therefore the generated path are longer and it also has to evaluate all the generated solution to find the best solution in the path (bst selection scheme). The second behaviour is the provoked by SA bst bst which is the second variant with a higher computational cost. This high cost is due to the utilization of bst selection scheme, in which the variant has to evaluate all the solutions in the path, although in this case the path are usually shorter than in the previous variant (SA dst bst). Finally, the last behaviour is the presented by SA X inf strategies which need less runtime to find the solution. This is mainly due to the inf selection scheme only need to evaluate a single solution in the path.
Summarizing we can conclude that variants using the best solution in the path obtain the best accurate results but they need more execution time to find these high-quality solutions. By contrast, strategies using the shared information between solutions are faster but the solution obtained are slightly worse.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we have developed a new parallel model for trajectory based methods, which improves the cooperation phase by means of adding path relinking technique. The utilization of this last technique allow to generate a wide set of candidate solutions to continue the search. This set is composed by solutions which include information from the current solution of the subalgorithm and also information from the incoming solution.
The results show that our proposed method is more accurate and efficient than the existing one. We have studied different design alternatives such as the several cooperation schema or different mechanism to select the next solution from the set of solutions generated by path relinking. Each variant has its own advantages and drawbacks. For example, we saw that using the best solution of the path, the algorithm obtains very accurate solution but the computation cost is higher.
As future work, we plan to extend this study to other problems or other trajectory based methods for generalizing the conclusion of this paper. In this paper, we have observed that the evaluation of the point visited by the path generated by PR is a quite high-consuming process, then we want to analyze different alternatives to perform that process (maybe using some theoretical results about the search space) and then speed up the search.
